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Anne Boleyn is dead and with her the hope of power for the Howard family. Can pretty Kitty Howard

tempt Henry VIII away from his political marriage to Anne of Cleves? Will Katharine Parr ever marry

her first love, Tom Seymour and will Meg, maid to the Howards, find out that the clerk she loves is

not quite who he seems?
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When you think you have read and learned everything there is to know about Henry Vlll, and his

poor unfortunate multiple wives, you are really in for a shock when you read the truly tragic tale of

his final wife, who barely escaped his insanity with her head intact. The more one learns about

medieval times and the type of life expected of women with royal blood ties, or even just women

from wealthy families, the more disgust and compassion a reader of historical times begins to

inevitably feel for these unfortunate females who were taught and typically accepted a life as a wife

and mother to the children she was expected to produce with a man she often had not even met

until the day of the wedding. These women were looked upon as little more than breeding stock,

with the ultimate goal of producing a healthy male child. It was a truly tragic time, which



unfortunately still exists in many countries. Yeah, we have come a long way, baby, but obviously we

still have a way to go before we reach the universal goal that all men and women are truly equal in

the sight of God. and all other living humans. Kathy R. Blackman

Kitty Howard has never been my favorite of the pantheon of characters that comprise the Tudor era.

In fact, she probably be about dead last, her life seeming little more than one bad decision after

another. But after having read this, I am forced to revise my opinion. Jepson's Kitty is a tragic

character, and one whose story stayed in my mind long after I finished reading it.

Well written love English history and crazy times. You cant put it down just takes you away to a

place of madness.

Katherine Howard has been portrayed in so many works, in so many ways, but never as in this

novel. In the author's sensitive hands, she emerges as she probably truly was, a damaged, abused

child who never was able to grasp what was happening to her or who was using her. Peopled with

marvelous supporting characters, Kitty's story is compelling and achingly sad.

Excellent variety of stories in the outdoors and at various camps through Archie's and his gang 's

experiences. Very nice for age 8 and up readers.

Interesting, more of a novel rather than a history book.

...if you are not familiar with the history of Henry VIII's six wives. Jumps too quickly from one story to

another and is far too short to be a really good book.

If this is meant to be a farce, it's a poor one. There's a sex (boring & pedestrian)scene every two

pages and the characters are cardboard (tiny Kitty)and the history is garbled. Please don't waste

your time unless you want to suffer with tiny Kitty( and her tiny hands and her tiny mind and Henry

vllll's roving hands under tiny Kitty's tiny naked body inside her tiny dresses until her tiny sexual

encounters finally get her beheaded.
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